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ABSTRACT. The degradation of tiger beetle DNA stored as pinned insects over a
58-year period was determined using a standardized extraction procedure. The DNA
degraded rapidly during the first 25 years after collection, leaving approximately l07o
of the original DNA for harvest.

INTRODUCTION

Tiger beetle research has evolved over the past few decades to include
molecular methods to better understand the beetles' evolution and past
diversity (Pearson and Volger 2001, Goldstein and Desalle 2003).
These applications have made use of DNA harvested from museum
specimens that were collected over several decades thus adding a
chronological dimension to the results. Unfortunately, some collections
have only a few voucher specimens rather than a large series, requiring
the researcher to consider the impact of the loss of the specimen or parts
of the specimen before the harvesting of genetic material. Gilbert et al
(2007) successfully obtained DNA from pinned beetles using non-
destructive extraction protocols, but did not obtain useable DNA from
the oldest specimen. We used a standardized procedure to determine how
quickly tiger beetle DNA degrades after specimens are pinned and placed
in a museum collection in the presence of preservatives such as
paradichlorobenzene or napthalene.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

The quantity of DNA from ten freshly collected tiger beetles was
compared to the amount of DNA harvested from ten specimens collected
12,23, and 58 years earlier. We also compared the amount of DNA
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obtained from fresh specimens that were killed and stored with 707o

ethanol to that collected from frozen beetles.

The DNA was extracted using the DNeasy@ DNA Extraction kit, using a

procedure that was standardized to ensure that each specimen was
handled in the same manner. Each beetle's thorax was removed and
individually processed following the insect tissue extraction method as

described in the DNeasy reference manual. Because the goal was to
compare the quantity of DNA harvested, we eluted with 100 pl of TE
buffer per beetle.

The extracted DNA samples were stored in a refrigerator and a Molecular
Devices SpectraMax@ Plus384 High-Throughput Microplate
Spectrophotometer was used to quantify the concentrations of each of the
samples.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the study are presented in Table 1. We obtained DNA from
all of the beetles, and a Nanodrop UV Spectrophotometric analysis of the
extracted DNA indicated that it was of a high enough quality to be used
in PCR analysis. The large range in DNA concentration per beetle was
consistent with results from other studies (Zimmerman et al 2008). The
amount of DNA obtained decreased with time, degrading at a relatively
constant rate dwing the first 25 years after collection, after which about
I07o of the original DNA remained (Fig. 1). The graph suggests that
some tiger beetle DNA would be available for extraction for centuries;
indeed, Goldstein (2003) extracted DNA from crushed legs of specimens
collected in 1885. The small quantities of DNA resulting from
degradation in old specimens may have contributed to the inability of
Gilbert et al (2007) to harvest DNA from older specimens.
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Table 1. The concentration of harvested tiger beetle DNA over time

Time in years

since collection
Average DNA

concentration* (ngful)
Concentration
ranse (ns/zl)

0 85.78 3l .50 - 168.59
t2 36.70 l3.tl -77.72
23 14.44 5.30 - 36.17
58 9.50 4.54 -20.67

* n=10

Fig. l. Tiger beetle DNA degradation over time
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Gilbert et al (2005) reported that the degradation of DNA is the result of
hydrolysis of the purine bases, and can be influenced by temperature, pH,
and humidity. Marota et al (2002) argued that plant DNA extracted from
papyri exhibited a degradation half-life of 19-24 years. However, Zink
and Nerlich (2003) reported a rapid degradation of 50G-700bp lengths
within thirty years after death, but that smaller DNA fragments may
survive for longer periods. They also suggest that cooler temperatures
can prolong the half-life of DNA. All the aforementioned papers
concerned organisms from archaeological digs, and the variation in the
longevity of the DNA was dependent on the conditions in which it was
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preserved. Zimmerman et al (2008), using the same extraction procedure
used in this study on pinned moths collected between 5 and 40 years ago,
found that 500 bp DNA fragments were easily harvested from specimens
less than l0-year-old specimens, and recommended that shorter lengths
be targeted for older material.

Freezing the beetles provided significantly more DNA (617o more DNA)
compared to the ethanol-killed beetles. It may be that the water in the
ethanol facilitated the destruction of the DNA, thus lowering the yield.
The older specimens used in this study had been maintained in collection
drawers or boxes for the past 25 years and were not exposed to extreme
temperatures. This suggests that environmental conditions such as the
fumigant used to protect the collection may have also contributed to the
loss of the DNA.

SUMMARY

Our results indicate that tiger beetle DNA from pinned specimens suffers
DNA degradation during the first 25 years after collection, which can
reduce the success of DNA extraction from older specimens. Moreover,
the method of killing the beetles and the effects of long-term collection
protection may also play a role in DNA loss. Further work needs to be

done to determine optimal storage conditions that will not only protect
specimens from loss, but also preserve DNA for future research.
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